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All aspects of classroom life improve
through class meetings. Students become more invested in the class, one
ne
another and learning. The classroom becomes more caring, cooperative and democratic.
This
mocratic. Th
SmartCard is your blueprint for class meetings where students share announcements,
make
s, solve
lve class problems,
pro
pr
important decisions, evaluate progress and plan events. You’ll find everything you need too know an
and do to lead
successful class meetings.
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Class Meeting
Me
assics
Meeetin
eting Basics
i
Duration. The typical
ical class m
meeting lasts between
etween 20 and 40
minutes.

Location. If possible, th
the class meeting occurs in a separate

ion than normal class
c
location
work. An open floor area works well.
ou may even want to meet outside, as long as there are not too
o
You
distractio Changing locations communicates that it is a
many distractions.
ial event, and
a makes the meeting more memorable.
special
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Class Meeting Rules

Frequency. Weekly meetings are ideal for m
most classes.
ay have clas
Teachers of younger students may
class meetings daily.
vitate to less frequent meetings.
etings.
Secondary teachers may gravitate
Schedule the meeting at the beginning of the weekk to focus on
t end of the week to
announcements for the week or at the
ose during th
egularly scheduled
address issues that arose
the week. Regularly
class meetings are most effective.

Seating
eating Arrangement.
Arran
nt A circle form
formation is the most
arran
n a circle, st
common arrangement.
In
students can all see one
Ev
qual status and feels an important part
another. Everyone
has equal
m
rs are not attached
atta
of the meeting.
If chairs
to desks, students can
larg circle. If there is an open floor
move their chairs to form a large
an sit on the floor.
fl
area, students can
If no other space is available,
de to form a circle.
students can move their desks
Leadership.
rship. For younger students, the meeting is led by the
teacher.
are ready for the responsibility, class
cher. When students
st
o
meetings offer
student leadership opportunities. Students may
volunteer to lead the class meeting. Or students may be
appointe on a rotating schedule. A team or committee may also
appointed
lead the meeting, each member taking responsibility for a
if
different
agenda item, or each having a different role. When
students lead the meeting, the teacher plays the role of
facilitator, acts as the secretary, and has the power to veto.

Democracy in Action
“How can we possibly prepare our students for full participation in a democracy by structuring our classroom autocratically?
It is an amazing feature of our democratic educational system that we have settled so universally on an autocratic social
organisation of our classrooms. The teacher is making the laws, carrying them out, as well as being the Judge, the Jury, and
too often, the Executioner. Is it any wonder that teachers feel tired at the end of the day?”
— Dr. Spencer Kagan, Cooperative Learning

By having class meetings, the teacher is saying, “This is not my class. This is OUR CLASS.”

